Introduction
Additive manufacturing technology is becoming increasingly popular as a manufacturing process (Hopkinson et al. 2006 ). This paper describes methods developed for the optimization of energy absorbing structures to be built using additive manufacturing (AM) technologies. There is a particular focus in this research on the Selective Laser Melting (SLM) technique. SLM progressively builds up a component by depositing layers of metal powder over a build plate. It uses a laser to melt and solidify regions within each layer, progressively building a structure defined in a computer aided design file provided to the computer controlling the process. This manufacturing process has the advantage that it allows for thin-walled regions, complex geometry, internal or not easily accessible features that would otherwise require access by tooling, and fast turnaround times for short production runs.
There is an inevitable change in the methods being used to design structures for SLM and other AM techniques, from those used for manufacturing techniques that existed previously. In many cases there is little or no additional cost to adding many types of complexity to a structure. There is interest in both building existing designs using additive manufacturing and designing new types of structures that will only be manufactured by this process. This has included building truss and scaffold structures using AM techniques (Brooks et al. 2005) . Structures unique to AM include trusses made of a single piece of material with no joints between elements, that are each given a unique taper, and which can be mapped to the boundaries of a component to provide a stronger surface . This has been extended to a design methodology for designing truss structures for additive manufacturing, including an XML file format for the efficient exchange of these large degree of freedom truss structures (Chen 2006 and Rosen 2007) . This has also been used in controlling the morphing of a wing to favourably alter its cross-section during the duration of an aircraft's mission (Chu et al. 2008 ). There are also applications of this technology to the medical industry. The literature features work to design truss structures to provide bone scaffold and to conform to the shape of bones from medical scans (Naing et al. 2005 and Challis et al. 2010 ). This has also included creating efficient representations of stochastic cellular material that closely mimics the characteristic of bone material (Schroeder et al. 2005) .
Topology optimization methods have been shown to be effective and automated methods to optimize mechanical structures (Bendsøe 1989 , Rozvany et al. 1992 , Huang et al. 2006 , Yoon and Kim 2007 , Wu and Tseng 2010 , Deaton and Grandhi 2013 . The results from these algorithms can then be built using AM technologies. Topology optimization methods have been used to design structures optimized to be minimally compliant at lower volume ratios and to optimize structures for best performance against a range of optimization targets. These include: the optimization of a structure with a multimaterial model (Jung and Gea 2006) ; for crashworthiness (Mayer et al. 1996) ; structures with multiple optimization objectives (Prasad and Emerson 1984) ; compliant structures (Bruns and Tortorelli 2003) ; structures with stiffness constraints (Chu et al. 1996) ; temperature reduction of heat conducting fields (Li et al. 2004) ; freely vibrating structures to maximise eigenfrequencies (Du and Olhoff 2007) ; and, a structure with a displacement constraint (Huang and Xie 2010) . While not exhaustive, the above shows that topology optimization of structures has been applied to solve a wide range of objective functions.
Another of the applications of topology optimization methods includes their use to design energy absorbing structures (Yuge and Kikuchi 1995 , Pedersen 2003 , Jung and Gea 2006 , Neves et al. 1995 , Maute et al. 1998 , Forsberg and Nilsson 2007 , Kato et al. 2015 , Zhang et al. 2016 and Wallin et al. 2016 ). These methods have been used for structures that utilised the technology's increased design freedom (Brackett et al. 2011) . As well as the direct application of topology optimization methods, an indirect approach has included generating optimized unit cells which are then distributed throughout a structure using a metaheuristic optimization method. The intended result of this approach was to evenly distribute stresses throughout the loaded structure and then optimize the volume fraction of each unit cell using topology optimization to have a structure with material as evenly loaded as possible (Watts and Hague 2006) . The task addressed in this research was to develop methods to optimize energy absorbing structures and to apply these techniques to a case study. These structures would need to absorb energy from an applied load with the greatest efficiency in terms of structural mass and to be manufacturable using SLM. As discussed above, topology optimization methods already exist, including for optimizing energy absorbing structures. For this research the Bi-Directional Evolutionary Structural Optimization (BESO) method was selected as the overall framework. It is worth mentioning that the focus of this research was on the development of algorithms to address constraints related to axisymmetric structures and additive manufacturing, rather than the BESO method. After each iteration the BESO method will select a subset of available elements as the current design for successive iterations. This is opposed to other methods, such as the SIMP method in which the design result is not a finite element mesh of discrete elements with a discrete binary value, but a mesh of elements attributed with continuous values. Comments and improvements on the binary methods can be found in (Rozvany 2009 ) and (Huang2010). Additionally, the bi-directional BESO method by adding and removing material between iterations is able to avoid settling on certain local optima that would be reached by solutions that only removed material between iterations. Of the three solutions to three different problems presented below it was the solution to the powder removal problem that made particular use of this property. The powder removal paths are adjusted at each iteration to the updated location of internal voids. Paths can be moved, removed or added and it would be unsuitable to use an optimization method that does not build back material once paths are moved or removed.
The case study on which this optimization method was applied was the design of a ring shaped structure that was required to absorb and contain projectile impacts on the inner surface of the ring. Using the BESO method unmodified would not have created axisymmetric or prismatic structures and would have led to the generation of a structure that had internal voids larger than what would be suitable for building using SLM. It would also not have allowed for the removal of metal powder from inside a structure after the build completed. These three problems and the methods and algorithms developed to address them are the focus of this paper. A further constraint was that the energy absorbing structure needed to successfully absorb the energy from the applied load without mechanical failure. This was addressed in previous work (Stojanov et al. 2016) in which a structural continuity constraint controlled to the volume ratio to ensure sufficient structural mass was present to absorb the energy from the load.
The first problem addressed was to design structures for which the location of the applied load was unknown. In the case study example discussed, the structure was to be designed for a single load the location of which, around the circumference, was unknown. The two other constraints related specifically to the SLM manufacturing process. The first of these concerned size limits on internal voids. There is a maximum size for any internal void of a structure built using SLM. Internal voids with overhangs over a certain length require additional support material during a build. Otherwise build failure can occur. There is previous work to control the maximum or minimum length of features in optimised structures. These often manage solid features in place of voids, but can often be swapped to operate on void regions. A common method is to use a penalty on the sensitivity values, examples include use with the homogenization or SIMP topology optimization methods (Haber et al. 1996 , Brackett et al. 2011 . In the latter case the penalty was applied to overhanging sections to reduce their presence in the final design, making them more suitable for manufacturing using SLM. Work also exists using the BESO method (Yang et al. 2002) and the method of moving asymptotes (Bruns and Tortorelli 2001) where a penalty value was used to reduce the total global perimeter of the structure. Other methods include a minimum size limit on the size of void regions in a mesh (Guest et al. 2004 ) that was later expanded to also include a maximum size on solid features (Guest 2009 ). The minimum only solution method required an additional filtering algorithm to filter sensitivity values and generate a discreet solid-void model from continuous values. The combined method required a series of cascading optimization solutions to meet added constraints, which, as with other solutions (Chen et al. 2008 ), leads to longer computation time. The minimum void algorithm is almost identical to the smoothing method used for BESO optimization (Huang et al. 2006) . Similarly, a scan across the mesh has been used to ensure that all regions contained a certain proportion of solid or void elements (Alexandersen and Lazarov 2015, Poulsen 2003) , having an effect similar to a penalty method. Methods that apply penalties or generalised filters such as smoothing operations used in image processing will apply a heuristic or penalty to direct the optimisation. The solution to be presented below will deterministically guarantee a maximum void size is respected and is fast to compute. The last constraint addressed relates to the removal of powder from inside a structure built using the SLM method specifically. Any internal void of a structure will be filled with unmelted metal powder at the end of the build. Similar to support structures, this material does not contribute to the mechanical performance, but does contribute to the structural mass. The solution presented is to generate interconnected links between voids to allow metal powder to be removed from inside a structure.
Optimization task and optimization methods

Optimization task
The optimization task was from a given design domain, loads and boundary conditions, to find a design that was optimized to absorb the energy from an applied load as efficiently as possible while meeting certain performance and engineering constraints, amongst which included the need that the structure were built using SLM. Here, efficiency is defined as the minimisation of structural mass necessary to absorb the necessary energy of the load. The BESO optimization method was used as a framework for the optimization method but additional algorithms were incorporated to address the issues discussed above. The BESO topology optimization method iteratively improves the design of a structure to try to reach an optimized result. This optimization method has been described in literature (Huang et al. 2006 and , including its previous use applied to the optimization of an energy absorbing structure ).
The BESO method begins by taking the finite element mesh as the design domain of discrete 3D elements. The optimization method must select a subset of these elements to be the final design of the structure. Any design can be described by a vector = ( 1 … … ), where ∈ {0,1}. The values 0 or 1 designate that element is absent or present in the design. A function, ( ), maps from designs to their mass and the focus of this research is the search for a design, , that minimises ( ) while also meeting all other constraints. For the optimization method used to improve the design of an energy absorbing structure, i.e., the objective function ( ) becomes the mass of the structure, the equation used to assign a sensitivity value to elements is 
where and are the total volume of the structure and the volume of element , and and are the plastic energy of the structure and element . The formula to calculate Ei is as follows
Where jk  and p jk  are respectively the stress and plastic strain components and the convention of Einstein summarization for repeated subscripts is applied in Eq. (2). The plastic energy of an element is denoted as variable ELPD in the commercial software Abaqus, which was used in this study. The sensitivity value measures the sensitivity of the objective function to the addition/removal of that element. During each iteration of the optimization process the volume ratio, Ψ, of the structure is lowered to generate an optimized structure or raised when necessary to meet constraints. Sensitivity values are used to prioritise the addition/removal of elements to maintain an optimized structure.
A necessity for an energy absorbing structure is that it properly absorbs the energy of a load and does not fail. Here a fracture between critical regions of the structure will correspond to a failure of that structure. An energy absorbing structure will need to absorb the energy of the applied load, , as a performance requirement. Given loads and boundary conditions a structure can absorb energy before fracturing. For a successful structure > and < for a failed structure. This constraint is determined indirectly. The procedure and its integration into the framework of the BESO method is available in the literature (Stojanov et al. 2016 ).
The other constraints were addressed in the work presented below. The first was to ensure that the design generated be axisymmetric. For the case study the structure was a cylindrical containment ring which absorbed the impact from a rotor segment. The impact location around the circumference was unknown and so the final design had to perform equally well irrespective of the circumferential position of the rotor impact. An axisymmetric design was required and so this constraint needed to be imposed on the optimization method. It is noted here and expanded on below that the solution to impose the axisymmetric condition on a thin walled axisymmetric structure is similar to generating a prism with a uniform cross-section along the longitudinal direction and as such the one solution presented below is equally applicable to either case. The method to address this constraint is described in Section 2.2. A function ( ) mapping to {0, 1} is said to describe whether a structure is (mapping to 1) or is not symmetric or axisymmetric as required.
The second constraint was that the length across the largest internal void of a design, , was below a maximum limit, . The value will vary according to the individual circumstances present for the designer, such as the machine and material used during the SLM process, but is a definite limit on the size of internal voids that can be built. Internal voids above this limit will lead to build failures and an unsuitable design. The optimization method needed to produce designs that respected definite limits on the maximum size of voids and the minimum distance between voids in order that problematic features were not generated. The method to address this constraint is described in Section 2.3.
Further than the size of internal voids was the requirement that there was an interconnected path from each void to the outside of the structure. This is a necessary feature of all structures built using SLM. All internal voids are filled with metal powder during construction and this powder, while contributing to the overall structural mass, provides no mechanical benefit. If a function ( ) maps from a design to the set {0, 1}, where 1 corresponds to a design in which a structure contains no voids, or voids are interconnected, and 0 is a structure with internal voids without a path through which unsintered powder can be removed, then the final constraint was that ( ) = 1 for the resulting design. For ease of discussion, voids with a connected path will still be referred to as internal to the structure despite the presence of connecting links to the outside of the structure. The method to address this constraint is described in Section 2.4.
The optimization requirement was then to minimise ( ); subject to > ; ( ) = 1; < ; ( ) = 1.
Method to force an axisymmetric design
As with other topology optimization methods, when given a model, including loads and boundary conditions, the BESO method will search for an optimized structure that best meets those particular conditions. The same geometry with different conditions will produce a different result and these two results may be particularly unsuitable for use under the other's loads and boundary conditions. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 where a simple model is optimized twice to produce two very different solutions.
The left and right side show an otherwise identical optimization with the only change in the location of applied loads and boundaries. The structures when optimized to maximise strain energy density show very different results where each structure would be far less suitable when applied to the other's loads and boundary conditions. The design case addressed here was one for which the location of applied loads along the circumference was unknown and so the resulting structure needed to be suitable for a load applied at any location along this circumference. There is a solution to problems similar to the above: a solution to find a compromise between multiple load cases, using the BESO method, is available in the literature (Querin et al. 2000) . Here a compromise solution is produced by analysing multiple load cases and taking average sensitivity values. In the case for the containment ring there is a load case for every possible impact location around the circumference. An Individual finite element analysis for each load case around the circumference is not a realistic solution. The method used for this research began with the user selecting the cross section of the thin walled axisymmetric structure. An illustrative example is shown in Fig. 2 with the elements in a thin-walled axisymmetric geometry highlighted with a blue/sparsely-dashed line. Using only this information all elements in the same relative position in each cross section can be determined. One such collection of elements is shown highlighted by a brown/closely-dashed line in Fig. 2 . Once grouped, element sensitivity values were averaged to arrive at an average sensitivity value for each group of elements. A volume weighted average scheme was used for the case study however the mesh was regular between elements and as such an arithmetic average value was also suitable. Hexahedral elements were used for this case study, though with any element shape that provided regular cross sections suitable for use with this method. Rather than adding/removing individual elements using the BESO 3 0 optimization method, elements were added/removed by groups, prioritised using their average sensitivity values.
An overview of this process is 1. The designer selected the elements in the cross section of the structure. 2. The algorithm grouped elements at the same position in the structure's cross section. 3. Element sensitivity numbers were averaged before ranking and added/removed from the design as a group.
The above process allowed for the BESO method to otherwise operate as usual while guaranteeing axisymmetric structures that were still optimized to perform as efficiently as possible given this constraint. The method to force an axisymmetric design, as illustrated by Fig. 2 , can be equally applied to force a design of a prismatic component with uniform cross-section when the loading location is unknown, as discussed in Fig. 1. 
Method to control the size of voids in topology optimized structures
Structural topology optimization creates voids inside the structure that it is optimizing. An optimized design with large internal voids cannot be built successfully using SLM without any additional support material as overhangs over a certain length will distort or lead to build failure during the manufacturing process. The threshold before which supports are required may vary depending on the material and the particular machine used. For example, the experience of the Monash Centre for Additive Manufacturing at Monash University is approximately 5 mm for Nickel superalloy powders (Jarvis, 2013) . Depending on the shape of a void, the maximum overhang length can be any side of the void perpendicular the SLM building direction. Considering this, the maximum overhang length is referred to the maximum length of a void in the building direction in the design optimization.
The method developed controlled both the size of internal voids and the distance between voids, ensuring that no voids of length greater than were created. The method mapped a finite element mesh to a graph representing the relationship of neighbouring elements. Adjacent finite elements were represented by graph nodes connected by an edge if these elements were defined with common finite element nodes. By searching this graph it was always possible to find all voids in the mesh. By considering only deactivated element, voids will be isolated components of nodes on that graph.
To map between and a length scale relevant to the finite element mesh is straightforward using
Here was the length of the longest edge of an element and then becomes the maximum number of finite elements that will be allowed in a void. In this way the sizes of voids were independent of the mesh and depended on the parameter provided. A similar method can be used for , the minimum distance between voids. For the case study described in this paper the values of = 6 and = 2 were used.
When the BESO method was removing elements from the mesh in order to decrease the value of Ψ, the mesh was processed. The process found all elements in voids by searching for connected components. All components were also searched to find all neighbours of order near to other voids. If nearby voids were found, this combined group of elements was classified as a void of a size equal to the sum of both voids and . If voids reached the limit of , all neighbours to these elements of order were flagged as unavailable for removal until the next time the mesh was processed. This enforced a strict upper limit on the size of voids and a minimum distance between voids. Allaire et al. (2016) A 2D illustrative example is shown in Fig. 3 . Voids are shown as black shaded elements. Given = 4 the void comprising elements {14, 15, 22, 30} could not be enlarged using this process, all neighbours of order or less are barred from removal. Elements {18, 19, 27} are smaller than this limit. Nearby neighbours might be removed if they had suitable sensitivity values, but not if they are within distance of other voids.
The procedure then is 1. The analyst specified the parameters and . 2. All voids with elements were identified before material was removed by the optimization method. 3. All neighbours of order or less were identified. 4. These identified elements were barred from being removed. 5. Steps 2 to 4 were repeated each time the design would be changed by the removal of any further material.
It is noted that this bottom-up approach is different to those reviewed earlier which might employ a penalty method. Such methods cannot be guaranteed to provide a definite limit while this method guarantees. Further, searching for components in a graph completes in linear time, providing a computationally simple process to controlling void sizes in an optimized structure. The optimization still works on sensitivity values calculated using the BESO optimization method, or on element groups 
Method to generate a path to remove powder for components built using SLM
The other constraint when optimizing a structure that will be manufactured using SLM is that any internal voids in a design will be left filled with powder after manufacturing. Removing this powder from the structure requires that there is a path from the outside to the void. It is necessary that these connections:
 Have the smallest total length, disturbing the design of the structure as little as possible.  Connect to the outside of the structure, ensuring that the path is available for the powder to be removed.
 When generated will still lead to a structure that avoids catastrophic failure and that this can be verified during the optimization process.
The analyst was required to provide one or more pairs of sets of entrance and exit elements. These were elements from which the connecting path would enter and exit the structure. There is no meaningful difference between entrance/exit except that element sets come in pairs. It is noted that the process to be described requires the analyst to provide only this information and is otherwise completely automated and mechanically computable.
The process was performed along the following steps. The first two described in Section 2.4.1 and the next two in Section 2.4.2:
 Voids were grouped into collections according to their nearest entrance/exit pair.  Finding the shortest path connecting all voids in a collection.  Translating links along the circumferential direction.  Generating links by connecting elements.
Algorithms to group voids to an entrance/exit pair and to find the shortest path connecting voids
An arbitrary number greater than or equal to one pair of entrance/exit element sets were provided by the analyst. Each void was identified by finding components using the same process described in Section 2.3. Once identified voids were grouped to the nearest entrance/exit element set using the following:
1. Each entrance/exit pair had a centroid calculated for both element sets in the pair. and are the centroids for the th entrance/exit pair.
2. For each pair and an average position was calculated. This was a middle position for the entrance/exit pair of element sets. 3. For each void an average centroid position was calculated. This was a centroid calculated from the volume that included all elements in void .
4. For entrance/exit pairs, voids are assigned to the pair for which ‖ − ‖ is the smallest.
The task was then that for each grouping of a pair of entrance/exits and nearby voids needed to be connected by an open path through which metal powder remaining after the SLM manufacturing process could be removed. Ideally, such a path would be as short as possible in order to change the design as little as possible. For that reason the shortest path was found which began at one end of the entrance/exit pair, visited all voids, then exited from the other end of the entrance/exit pair. The "brute force" method completes in factorial time, however efficient solutions are available in the literature (Lin and Kernighan 1973) .
Algorithm to translate the links between voids
The method as described above was applied to the case study at a particular cross section. All of the voids ran through the circumference of the ring. The shortest links would therefore be links that ran across cross sections between design voids. A single cross section with all links would generate a single point of greatest weakness. Links were therefore distributed evenly along the circumference. For a segment of an axisymmetric structure of, , elements along the circumference with, , links each link was placed evenly along the circumference. Each link was generated at a period, , of elements along the circumference between links. This parameter was found using
elements for a segment and
for an axisymmetric structure that completed full ring instead of a small segment. Links between any two voids were generated by removing all elements intersected by a line from the centroids of the two nearest elements in each of the two voids.
Incorporating void control and connectivity in the overall optimization process
Fig. 4 High level flow chart of the optimization process
The sequence in Fig. gives a high level overview of the BESO optimization method and how it was implemented in this research together with the constraints described in Section 2.1. The methods described in Section 2.2 correspond to step 5 of Fig. , the methods in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 correspond to step 7 and methods previously published correspond to steps 8 and 9. New voids created by a reduction of the volume ratio of the structure could change the shortest path between voids. An illustrative example is shown in Fig. in which a new element removed has caused a change in the shortest path. Each change in the model caused by the optimisation method needed to be followed by a repeat of the void control and void connectivity algorithms to adjust to the new changes in the geometry. Further, these links could affect the strength and energy absorption performance of the structure. The continuity constraint ensures that the structure is sufficiently strong for the given load. The structure must be checked after these links are incorporated. Checking after links are made ensures the design remains suitable to absorb the energy from the loads even after these links have been generated.
Application to a case study
Problem description
The case study focused on optimizing the design of an energy absorbing metal ring surrounding a disc that bursts into three equally sized segments. An example of such rings is found around turbine and compressor fans in aircraft in which failure of turbines needs to be contained to protect surrounding equipment. The ring must keep all fragments inside without allowing any to perforate through or to cause the ring to open (failure due to hoop stresses). The mechanism through which this energy is absorbed and removed from the system is through the plastic deformation and local damage of the containing structure. The objective of the case study is to design a new containment ring with reduced weight, which still maintains its performance to absorb the same amount of given energy. A model of the ring with the three segments is shown in Fig. . The symmetries are labelled and ′ . For design and reasons of economy the ideal structure would perform these tasks using as little structural mass as possible. The nickel alloys INC 716 and INC 625 were chosen for the projectile and the ring in the optimization design of the containment ring. The material data of these two materials can be found in the following publications (Kobayashi et al. 2008) , (Pereira and Lerch 2001) 
Finite element model
Before an optimization analysis of a structure can begin, it is necessary to create a finite element simulation of the model and the loads to which it is subjected. As shown in Fig.6 the interaction featured symmetry allowing full results to be obtained using a fraction of the complete ring. Only 1/6 of the circumference was required as the simulation was symmetric across all of the dotted lines in Fig.6 . The use of 1/3 brought a sufficient saving in computation time. The final result would be close to, but not entirely axisymmetric. The presence of the small connecting paths at certain locations results in a structure that is not precisely axisymmetric. The use of a 1/3 model allowed the final results to repeat evenly 3 times around the circumference. A diagram of the 1/3 model is shown in Fig. 7 . Further symmetry existed because the fragment was assumed to impact at the centre along the height of the ring and was therefore symmetric above and below the centre of the ring. This was also used when modelling to improve computation time. The finite element model had symmetric boundary conditions applied to the three edges across which symmetry existed with one edge free of symmetric boundary conditions. This free edge is the one on the right of the two visible in Fig. . In this case study, the projectile was assumed as linear elastic with the Young's modulus of 205 GPa and Poisson's ratio of 0.3. The projectile has a radius of 38 mm and a thickness of 24 mm. General contact was used with the outer surface of the projectile and all internal and exterior element surfaces of the ring. Abaqus/Explicit was used for the finite element analysis. This was motivated by material and geometric non-linearities and a total simulation time of less than 0.01 seconds for all interactions to complete. A convergence study was completed on the mesh used in the finite element model in the case study. A mesh size was selected that was finer than the point at which the energy absorbed by the structure began to converge. This gave models that took approximately between 50-60 minutes to simulate in Abaqus/Explicit using a single core on a desktop computer and a further 3-5 minutes to process the rest of the optimization steps before the next iteration. As the optimization calculations took much less time to process than the finite element simulation no further efforts were made toward efficiency of the optimization software. 
Results and discussion
There were two optimization analyses performed on the ring. Both used the same BESO method but varied in the use of the void control scheme described above. These will be referred to as Scheme 1 (the model optimized without the void control scheme) and Scheme 2 (with the void control scheme). The results for the two schemes were designs that were successful in containing the impactor within the containment ring without failure of the containment ring structure. The optimization removed 11.2% of the mass of the original structure when Scheme 1 was used and removed 10.1% for Scheme 2. At lower volume ratios, Scheme 1 results contained internal voids at the centre of the cross section. Again, this matched Scheme 2 results with most material removed from the left and right ends of the cross section, and slightly more material removed from the centre. Fig.) 
Axisymmetric designs
The results in Fig. show that the structure generated is of an axisymmetric design. The cross section generated when no void management options were selected, shown in Fig.(b) , has the same crosssection all along the circumferential direction. The same is the case for the void controlled structure in Fig.(c) except for those cross sections in which interconnecting links have been created. Fig. shows the paths of two such links, marked with a dotted line. There is only one link at any cross section, leading to a minimum variation from a completely axisymmetric design.
It is important to note that a model of fragment-ring interactions proposed by Hagg and Sankey (1974) assumed that there were two important responses from the containment ring due to the rotor's impact. The first of these were the rotor's local interaction with the containment ring. Here local deformation of the ring includes shearing of the ring material around the perimeter of the rotor and compression of the ring immediately in front of the impacting rotor. The finite element results showed this as well as a significant amount of plastic deformation on the outer surface of the ring, near the impact location, as it was deformed in tension while the ring diameter was enlarged. The Hagg and Sankey model also describes a global response due to hoop stresses generated in the ring. In the finite element model, at the far ends of the ring segment, there is a linear gradient in the tension caused by these hoop stresses. The inner surface experienced a greater load than the top. This is shown in Fig. and Fig. 10(c) . Therefore, when viewed overall the result is that the inner and outer surfaces experienced larger plastic deformations than the centre, with the inner being the greater of the two. The results in Fig.(a) matches this expectation with the resulting design showing a cross section that tapers in the centre, with the inner surface thicker than the outer surface. Before the analysis the top surface was selected as unavailable for removal. The taper does exist because there was still some plastic deformation on the top surface and to provide a smoother taper and avoid stress concentrations.
Void control
The results in Fig.(c) show that, in contrast to Fig.(b) , voids created are a maximum size of 6 elements, with a minimum of 2 elements between full sized voids. This is the result expected given the values of = 6 and = 2 used for this analysis. Of further interest is to see that the cross section shown between the two different optimization schemes in Fig.(b) and (c) shares similar characteristics, but varies according to the design features selected for the optimization. The far ends feature empty space for Scheme 1 and a larger number of voids for Scheme 2. Further, the pre-optimized loads in Fig. 10 show that the greatest loads are on the inner and outer surfaces. The resulting geometry for Scheme 1 left more material near the surfaces at the far ends. Similarly, there is a line of voids slightly higher than the centre of the cross section. Consistent with analysis results, including that the inner surface tends to absorb more energy than the outer.
There are shear loads on the containment ring around the perimeter of the impact location of the rotor onto the ring. These form an outline around the projectile visible in Fig. 10 (a) where these increased loads are visualised as increased plastic deformation. This is accommodated in the optimized geometry in Fig.(c) with the line of voids raised around the points corresponding increased shear loads along the bottom surface. This leaves the bottom surfaces around these shear loads with more solid material. Fig. 11 Links created between two points within a structure using the void connectivity option during optimization of an axisymmetric structure. Only one link created for any given cross section During the optimization process for Scheme 2, connecting links were generated between internal voids, as the example shown in Fig.(b) and for the case of two links between a void and the outer surface of the structure, as shown in Fig.(a) . Further, these links were all at equal distances apart from each other, along the circumference of the ring, avoiding the creation of a single and much weaker cross section in generating this connectivity between voids. This is illustrated in Fig. 12 . 
Final result
The final designs of the containment ring segments were duplicated around the circumferential direction to generate an entire ring. These designs were then converted from finite element models to Stereolithography (.stl) files. The finite element mesh produces sharp angles and edges between finite elements, especially in regions in which the finite elements had been removed by the optimization method. The solution was to apply the Laplacian smoothing algorithm (Field, 1988 and Sorkine et al., 2004) to remove the jagged edges. Final results are shown in Fig. 13 . An overview of the complete geometry is shown for each of the two schemes, a clear view of the cross section before and after smoothing, and for scheme 2 an internal view of the final model, showing the voids moving through the model in the circumferential direction.
(ii) Cross-section before smoothing, from finite element model in Fig.(c) .
(iii) Cross-section after smoothing. It is noted that if an upper void size limit is given, the total volume that can be reduced is less than if no limit is provided. This is because minimum distances between voids are also required and material is needed to keep this minimum distance. Although mechanical performance requirements also provide a natural limit to the material that can be removed, there is a geometric limit on the material that can be removed if void size limits need to be enforced. Another viewpoint on this same issue is that some elements, despite being the most efficient to remove, will be kept because they are needed to enforce void boundaries. This is shown in final results where between Fig. 13(a) and Fig. 13 (b) less material is removed from the far ends and more from the centre.
Smoothing the structure after final results had been obtained tended to change the overall volume of the structure. Although they do exist, volume preserving algorithms were not used. Further study into smoothing finite element models in preparation for manufacture is merited. In particular the implications for the mechanical performance of a structure given particular smoothing techniques and algorithms.
Conclusions
Three algorithms were presented which were added to the BESO optimization process to optimize an energy absorbing structure. These algorithms required basic input parameters from the designer before the optimization analysis begins. Afterward no further interaction was required and the rest of the process was automated. The results were suitable solutions to three different problems.
The first problem addressed was that of how to generate axisymmetric designs from a nonaxisymmetric finite element simulation. The designer only specified the ring's cross section, the algorithm was able to generate an optimized solution that was suitable for an impact at any location around the circumference. This was a blended solution such that if the cross section is circumferentially near or far from the impact it will be a suitable cross section to respond to the load. It was a solution optimized for a load the circumferential position of which was unknown. This algorithm can also be applied to generate an optimized prism structure with a uniform cross section.
The other two problems addressed related to voids and the implications they have for manufacturability using the SLM process. By only specifying two parameters, the designer was able to ensure that any internal voids generated by the SLM process did not exceed a maximum limit. This avoided the need to generate support structures inside a structure which would be very difficult or impossible to remove from the final build. The method was computationally simple and provided absolute control over void sizes rather than applying a penalty that might reduce sizes but could not be used to provide absolute control.
The final problem addressed was the removal of metal powder from inside a structure built using SLM. The designer was required to specify the location from which a connecting path would start and end. Once the path was generated in the design it facilitated the removal of the metal powder that would be present if the structure were built using SLM. Also shown was how this technique was integrated into a larger optimization method to allow for other procedures, such as using a structural continuity check to ensure catastrophic failure is avoided, to be used together with this one.
